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Relations between Witten–Reshetikhin–Turaev and
nonsemisimple sl.2/ 3–manifold invariants

FRANCESCO COSTANTINO

NATHAN GEER

BERTRAND PATUREAU-MIRAND

The Witten–Reshetikhin–Turaev (WRT) invariants extend the Jones polynomials
of links in S3 to invariants of links in 3–manifolds. Similarly, the authors con-
structed two 3–manifold invariants Nr and N0

r which extend the Akutsu–Deguchi–
Ohtsuki (ADO) invariant of links in S3 colored by complex numbers to links in
arbitrary manifolds. All these invariants are based on the representation theory of
the quantum group Uqsl2 , where the definition of the invariants Nr and N0

r uses a
nonstandard category of Uqsl2 –modules which is not semisimple. In this paper we
study the second invariant, N0

r , and consider its relationship with the WRT invariants.
In particular, we show that the ADO invariant of a knot in S3 is a meromorphic
function of its color, and we provide a strong relation between its residues and the
colored Jones polynomials of the knot. Then we conjecture a similar relation between
N0

r and a WRT invariant. We prove this conjecture when the 3–manifold M is not a
rational homology sphere, and when M is a rational homology sphere obtained by
surgery on a knot in S3 or a connected sum of such manifolds.

57N10; 57R56

Introduction

In [18], Witten proposed a program to construct a topological invariant of 3–manifolds
from the viewpoint of quantum mathematical physics. Reshetikhin and Turaev [16]
gave a rigorous construction of these invariants, which have become known as quantum
invariants of 3–manifolds. These invariants are defined via surgery presentations
of a 3–manifold, and the best known example is a weighted sum of colored Jones
polynomials. The invariants of Reshetikhin and Turaev generalize to the setting of
modular categories. Some of the common obstructions to applying this construction
to any ribbon tensor category D include the following facts: (i) the simple objects
may have zero “quantum dimension”, (ii) there might be infinitely many isomorphism
classes of simple objects in D and (iii) D might be nonsemisimple. In [6] we derived
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a general categorical setting where these obstructions can be overcome. In particular,
we showed that the category C of nilpotent representations of a generalized version
of quantized sl.2/ at a primitive r th –ordered root of unity gives rise to two related
invariants, Nr and N0

r . In this paper we investigate the invariant N0
r .

Let C be the category mentioned above and defined in Section 1.2. This category has
a complex family of weight modules, divided into typical and atypical modules. Here
all the atypical modules have integral weights.

Let F be the usual Reshetikhin–Turaev invariant of C –colored framed oriented links
in S3 arising from C . The invariant F has the following properties:

� If L is a framed oriented link whose components are all colored by simple
modules of C with integral weights, then F is determined by the Kauffman
bracket and so is a version of the colored Jones polynomial.

� If L is a framed oriented link with a component colored by a typical module,
then F.L/D 0.

In [9], Geer, Patureau-Mirand and Turaev gave an extension of F to framed oriented
links colored with modules in C with nonintegral weights; see also Costantino and
Murakami [8]. This extension is an invariant F 0 defined on C –colored framed oriented
links with at least one component colored by a typical module. F 0 is a generalization
of the framed oriented link invariants defined by Akutsu, Deguchi and Ohtsuki in [1].
We have the relation

F 0.L1 tL2/D F 0.L1/F.L2/;

where L1 is in the domain of F 0 and L2 is any C –colored framed oriented link. From
this relation it follows that F 0 recovers F : if L is any C –colored framed oriented link
then

(1) F.L/D
F 0.Lt o/

F 0.o/
;

where o is an unknot colored by any typical module. Thus F 0 is a kind of extension
of the colored Jones polynomial to complex colors. Furthermore, as we show in
Corollary 18, the invariant F 0.K˛/ of a knot K � S3 colored by a typical module
of weight ˛ 2 C is a meromorphic function of ˛ whose residues at the integers are
proportional to the colored Jones polynomials of K evaluated at qDei�=r . This relation
allows us to reprove the well-known symmetry principle (see Kirby and Melvin [13])
for the colored Jones polynomials of K using a mainly graphical argument detailed in
Corollary 16; see Remark 17.
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In [6], the authors laid out a relationship between Nr and N0
r analogous to that outlined

above between F 0 and F ; we now briefly recall this relation. The invariants Nr and N0
r

are WRT-type 3–manifold invariants which consist of certain weighted sums of F 0.L/,
where L is a surgery presentation of M . These invariants are topological invariants of
triples .M;T; !/, where M is a closed oriented 3–manifold, T is a C –colored framed
oriented link in M , and ! is an element in H 1.M nT IC=2Z/. For Nr the triples
must satisfy some requirements of “typicality” as in the case of F 0 . The invariant N0

r

is zero unless ! is in the image of the natural map H 1.M IZ=2Z/!H 1.M IC=2Z/
induced by the universal coefficient theorem. (Compare this with the above statement
that F.L/ is zero if at least one component of L is colored by an atypical module.)
Finally, Nr recovers N0

r (compare with (1)) since

(2) N0
r .M;T; !/D

Nr

�
.M;T; !/ # .M 0;T 0; !0/

�
Nr .M 0;T 0; !0/

;

where .M 0;T 0; !0/ is a triple for which Nr does not vanish; for further details on the
notion of connected sum, see [6].

Since F is essentially the colored Jones polynomial, the above analogy leads us to the
question: Is N0

r related to the WRT-invariant? The purpose of this paper is to answer
this question positively for certain types of triples .M;T; !/. To formulate this properly
we must define the WRT-invariant of a triple .M;T; !/. Kirby and Melvin [13] and
Blanchet [2] considered WRT-type invariants of .M; !/, where ! 2H 1.M;Z=2Z/.
In Theorem 11 we give a slight generalization of their invariants to triples of the form
.M;T; !/, where T is a colored framed oriented link in M and !2H 1.M nT;Z=2Z/.
We denote this invariant by WRTr .M;T; !/. The question above can be formulated
as the following conjecture.

If G is a finite abelian group, let ord.G/ be the order of G , ie the number of elements
in the set underlying G . If G is an infinite abelian group, set ord.G/D 0.

Conjecture 1 Let .M;T; !/ be a compatible triple where ! takes values in Z=2Z�
C=2Z. Then

N0
r .M;T; !/D ord.H1.M IZ//WRTr .M;T; !/:

Note that if an abelian group G has a square presentation matrix A 2Mn.Z/, then
ord.G/D jdet.A/j. In particular, if a 3–manifold is obtained by surgery on a framed
oriented link in S3 whose linking matrix is A, then A is a presentation matrix for
H1.M IZ/ and thus ord.H1.M IZ//D jdet.A/j.

In Sections 3 and 4 we prove Conjecture 1 in the following two cases: (i) when M is
an empty rational homology sphere obtained by surgery on a knot in S3 (or more in
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general a connected sum of manifolds of this type) and (ii) when the first Betti number
of M is greater than zero.

It should be noticed that the invariant Nr does not reduce to N0
r . For example, the

invariant WRTr is trivial for r D 2, and N0
r should only depend on H1.M;Z/. But for

r D 2, the invariant Nr .M;∅; !/ is a canonical renormalization of the Reidemeister
torsion of M associated to ! , and in particular it classifies lens spaces. This is shown
by Blanchet and the authors in [3], where the invariant Nr is extended to manifolds with
boundary using the setting of topological quantum field theory (TQFT). The results in
this paper have some consequences for the TQFTs of [3] and open the bigger question
of their relations with the Witten–Reshetikhin–Turaev TQFTs.

The referee pointed out a similar conjecture by Kerler that we discuss now. The reduced
quantum group associated to sl.2/ when q is a root of unity of order r is a finite-
dimensional Hopf algebra. As a consequence, the dual of this Hopf algebra has a nonzero
right integral (see Hennings [10] and Kauffman and Radford [11]) from which one can
define a Hennings–Kauffman–Radford invariant of 3–manifolds HKRr . The following
theorem due to Chen, Kuppum and Srinivasan was first suggested and conjectured by
Ohtsuki [15] and Kerler (see [12]; note that Kerler’s conjecture is more general).

Theorem 2 [5, Theorem 1.1] If q is a root of unity of odd order r � 3, then for any
closed oriented 3–manifold M we have

HKRr .M /D ord.H1.M IZ//WRTSO.3/
r .M /;

where WRTSO.3/
r .M / denotes the SO.3/ version of the Witten–Reshetikhin–Turaev

invariant.

This suggests that N0
r could be equal to the Hennings–Kauffman–Radford invariant.

However, a direct comparison between HKRr and N0
r is difficult for the following

reasons: the Hopf algebra U H
q sl.2/ whose representations are used to define N0

r is
infinite-dimensional, it is not a ribbon Hopf algebra, and it is not known if it has a
right integral. So it is not possible to apply directly the Hennings–Kauffman–Radford
construction to U H

q sl.2/. On the other hand, we only know how to compute N0
r using

a set of representations fV˛g˛2CnZ (see Section 1.2) that do not exist for the reduced
quantum group involved in the definition of HKRr .

Recently, Murakami [14] combined the Hennings–Kauffman–Radford construction and
the so-called logarithmic knot invariants to define a generalized Kashaev invariant GKr

of nonempty framed oriented links in 3–manifolds (which also has an SO.3/ version).
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The relation between HKRr and GKr is very similar to the relation between N0
r

and Nr : if M is an empty manifold then

GKr

�
.M;∅/ # .M 0;L/

�
D HKRr .M /GKr .M

0;L/:

(Compare with (2).) Hence another approach to establish a link between N0
r and HKRr

might be to study the relation between Nr and GKr .

Acknowledgements Costantino’s research was supported by the French ANR project
ANR-08-JCJC-0114-01. The research of Geer was partially supported by NSF grants
DMS-1007197 and DMS-1308196.

1 Preliminaries

1.1 Notation

All manifolds in the present paper are oriented, connected and compact unless explicitly
stated, and all tangles are framed and oriented. Given a set Y , a graph is said to be
Y–colored if it is equipped with a map from the set of its edges to Y .

Let r be an integer greater than or equal to 2 and let q D ei�=r . For x 2 C , we
write qx for exi�=r and set fxg D qx � q�x . Let Xr D Z n rZ � C and define the
modified dimension dW C nXr !C by

(3) d.˛/D .�1/r�1
r�1Y
jD1

fj g

f˛C r � j g
D .�1/r�1 rf˛g

fr˛g
:

Finally, let

(4) Hr D f1� r; 3� r; : : : ; r � 3; r � 1g:

1.2 A quantization of sl.2/ and some of its modules

Here we give a slightly generalized version of quantum sl.2/, for more details see [7].
Let U H

q sl.2/ be the C–algebra given by generators E;F;K;K�1;H and relations

HK DKH; ŒH;E�D 2E; ŒH;F �D�2F;

KEK�1
D q2E; KFK�1

D q�2F; ŒE;F �D
K�K�1

q�q�1
:
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The algebra U H
q sl.2/ is a Hopf algebra where the coproduct and counit are defined by

�.E/D 1˝ECE˝K; ".E/D 0;

�.F /DK�1
˝F CF ˝ 1; ".F /D 0;

�.H /DH ˝ 1C 1˝H; ".H /D 0;

�.K/DK˝K; ".K/D 1:

Define SU H
q sl.2/ to be the Hopf algebra U H

q sl.2/ modulo the relations Er D F r D 0.

Let V be a finite-dimensional SU H
q sl.2/–module. An eigenvalue � 2C of the operator

H W V ! V is called a weight of V and the associated eigenspace is called a weight
space. We call V a weight module if V splits as a direct sum of weight spaces and
qH D K as operators on V . Let C be the category of finite-dimensional weight
SU H

q sl.2/–modules. The category C is a ribbon Ab–category, see Geer, Patureau-
Mirand and Turaev [9], Murakami [14] and Ohtsuki [15].

We now recall the definition of the duality morphisms and the braiding of the category C .
Let V and W be objects of C . Let fvig be a basis of V and fv�i g be a dual basis of
V � D HomC.V;C/. Then

bV WC! V ˝V � given by 1 7!
X

vi ˝ v
�
i ;

dV WV
�
˝V !C given by f ˝w 7! f .w/;

b0V WC! V �˝V given by 1 7!
X

Kr�1vi ˝ v
�
i ;

d 0V WV ˝V �!C given by v˝f 7! f .K1�rv/

are duality morphisms of C . In [15] Ohtsuki introduced an R–matrix operator defined
on V ˝W by

(5) RD qH˝H=2
r�1X
nD0

f1g2n

fng!
qn.n�1/=2En

˝Fn;

where qH˝H=2 is the operator given by

qH˝H=2.v˝ v0/D q��
0=2v˝ v0;

for weight vectors v and v0 of weights � and �0 . The braiding cV;W W V ˝W !W ˝V

on C is defined by v˝w 7! �.R.v˝w//, where � is the permutation x˝y 7! y˝x .

For each n 2 f0; : : : ; r � 1g, let Sn be the usual .nC 1/–dimensional irreducible
highest weight SU H

q sl.2/–module with highest weight n. The module Sn has a basis
fsi D F is0 j i D 0; : : : ; ng determined by H:si D .n� 2i/si , E:s0 D 0 D FnC1:s0
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and E:si D .figfnC 1� ig=f1g2/si�1 . Its quantum dimension is given by the trace of
the action of K1�r , and so qdim.Sn/D .�1/nfnC 1g=f1g.

Since q is a root of unity and F r D 0, we can consider a larger class of finite-
dimensional highest weight modules: For each ˛ 2C we let V˛ be the r –dimensional
highest weight SU H

q sl.2/–module of highest weight ˛C r � 1. The module V˛ has a
basis fv0; : : : ; vr�1g whose action is given by

(6) H:vi D .˛C r � 1� 2i/vi ; E:vi D
figfi �˛g

f1g2
vi�1; F:vi D viC1:

To describe these modules we need the following definitions. A module is irreducible
or simple if it has no proper submodule. A nonzero module is indecomposable if it
cannot be written as a direct sum of two proper submodules. A module V is absolutely
irreducible if EndC .V /DC IdV .

All the modules V˛ have vanishing quantum dimension. They are divided into:

Atypical modules If k 2 Xr D Z n rZ � C then Vk is indecomposable but not
irreducible, however it is still absolutely irreducible (since any endomorphism must map
the highest weight vector v0 to a multiple of itself). In particular, if k 2 f0; : : : ; r � 1g

then the assignment sending the highest weight vector s0 of Sr�1�k to the vector vk

of Vk determines an injective homomorphism {W Sr�1�k ! Vk . Here the submodule
Sr�1�k in Vk is not a direct summand. Also, if j 2 f1�r; : : : ; 0g then the assignment
sending the highest weight vector v0 of Vj to the highest weight vector s0 of Sr�1Cj

induces a surjective homomorphism � W Vj ! Sr�1Cj .

Typical modules If ˛ 2C nXr then V˛ is irreducible, and so absolutely irreducible.
We call such modules typical.

Let A be the set of typical modules. For g 2C=2Z, define Cg as the full subcategory
of weight modules with weights congruent to g mod 2. Then it is easy to see that
fCggg2C=2Z is a C=2Z–grading in C ; see [6].

1.3 The link invariants F and F 0

The well-known Reshetikhin–Turaev construction defines a C–linear functor F from
the category of C –colored ribbon graphs with coupons to C . When L is a C –colored
framed oriented link, F.L/ can be identified with a complex number. When L is a
framed oriented link whose components are all colored by Sn , F.L/ is the Kauffman
bracket with variable specialization A D q1=2 D ei�=2r , so it is a version of the
colored Jones polynomial specialized at the root of unity q D ei�=r . (For details, see
Section 1.4.)
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Vanishing quantum dimensions make the functor F trivial on any closed C –colored
ribbon graph that has at least one edge colored by a typical module. In [9], the definition
of F is extended to a nontrivial map F 0 defined on closed C –colored ribbon graphs
with at least one edge colored by a typical module. We now recall the definition of F 0 .

Let TW be any C –colored .1; 1/–ribbon graph with both ends colored by the same
element W of C . If W is absolutely irreducible, then F.TW / is an endomorphism
of W that is determined by a scalar hTW i:

F.TW /D hTW i IdW :

Theorem 3 [9] Let L be a closed C –colored ribbon graph with at least one edge
colored by a typical module V˛ . Cutting this edge, we obtain a C –colored .1; 1/–
ribbon graph TV˛ whose closure is L. Then

F 0.L/D d.˛/.V˛/hTV˛i 2C

is independent of the choice of the edge to be cut and yields a well-defined invariant
of L.

We will use the following proposition later.

Proposition 4 Let T be a .1; 1/–tangle formed from a closed C –colored ribbon
graph and a single open uncolored component. Let TW be T with the open component
colored by W . We have the following equalities of scalars:

hTSr�1�k
i D hTVk

i for k 2 f0; : : : ; r � 1g;

hTSr�1Cj
i D hTVj i for j 2 f1� r; : : : ; 0g:

Proof In this proof we use the language of coupons; for more details see [17]. In
particular, a morphism f W V !W can be represented by a coupon c.f /, which is a
box with arrows:

c.f /D

W
��
f

V��

By definition of F , we have F.c.f //D f . By fusing this coupon to the bottom of the
.1; 1/–tangle TW we obtain a ribbon graph which we denote by TW ı c.f /. Similarly,
we can fuse c.f / to the top of the tangle TV to obtain a ribbon graph c.f / ıTV .

From the discussion about atypical modules presented above, we have the injection
{W Sr�1�k ! Vk and the surjection � W Vj ! Sr�1Cj , for k 2 f0; : : : ; r � 1g and
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j 2 f1� r; : : : ; 0g. Thus, as explained in the previous paragraph, we can consider the
ribbon graphs TVk

ı c.{/ and c.{/ ıTSr�1�k
. Since the category of C –colored ribbon

graphs is a ribbon category, we have that TVk
ı c.{/ and c.{/ ıTSr�1�k

are equal as
ribbon graphs, so their images are equal under F . Combining this with the fact that
F.TVk

/ and F.TSr�1�k
/ are scalar endomorphisms, we have

hTVk
i{ D hTVk

iF.c.{//D F.TVk
ı c.{//D F.c.{/ ıTSr�1�k

/D {hTSr�1�k
i:

Thus, we have hTVk
i D hTSr�1�k

i. Similarly, we have hTSr�1Cj
i D hTVj i.

1.4 Comparison with the Jones polynomials

In this paper, by the colored Jones polynomial, we mean the Kauffman bracket version,
which is an invariant of framed oriented links independent of their orientation. Let
LDL1 t � � � tLk � S3 be a framed oriented link and J.L/ 2CŒq˙1=2� be its Jones
polynomial, determined by the following skein relations:

q1=2J

� �
� q�1=2J

� �
D .q� q�1/J

� �
;(7)

J

� �
D�q3=2J

� �
and J

� �
D�q� q�1:(8)

More generally, if each Li is colored by an integer ni � 0 then, roughly speaking,
one defines the Enth –colored Jones polynomial JEn.L/ as a linear combination of Jones
polynomials of framed oriented links obtained by taking parallels of each component
of L at most ni times. More precisely, one identifies the tubular neighborhood of each
component Li with the product S1 � Œ�1; 1�� Œ�1; 1� (using the framing of Li and
an arbitrary orientation) and defines framed oriented links

Lk
i D S1

�

n
0

k
;

1

k
; : : : ;

k�1

k

o
� f0g;

adopting the notation Lk
i �L

h
i DLkCh

i . Then one recursively defines a linear combina-
tion of framed oriented links parallel to Li by

(9) Tn.Li/ WDL1
i �Tn�1.Li/�Tn�2.Li/ and T0.Li/D∅; T1.Li/DLi :

Finally, JEn.L/ is defined as the linear combination of the Jones polynomials of the
framed oriented links obtained by replacing Li with Tni

.Li/. Clearly, the Jones polyno-
mial defined above corresponds to the case when ni D 1 for all i . The following holds.

Proposition 5 Let L D L1 t � � � t Lk � S3 be a framed oriented link, and let
En D .n1; : : : ; nk/ be a tuple of integers all in the set f0; : : : ; r � 1g. Let LEn be the
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framed oriented link L such that Li is colored by ni , for all i . Similarly, let LS be
the framed oriented link L such that Li is colored by Sni

, where Sni
is the simple

module defined in Section 1.2. Then

JEn.LEn/jqDei�=r D F.LS /:

Proof First, assume that ni D 1, for all i . In this case, we will prove that the relations
of (7) and (8) hold. We start by recalling that S1 is spanned by two vectors s0 , s1

with H.si/D 1�2i; K.si/D q1�2isi and E.s1/D 0DF.s2/ while E.s2/D s1 and
F.s1/D s2 . The second relation of (8) is a consequence of the formula for the quantum
dimension qdim.S1/D�q� q�1 given above. The first relation follows from the fact
that the inverse of the twist on S1 is given by the action of

� DKr�1
r�1X
nD0

f1g2n

fng!
qn.n�1/=2.�KF /nq�H 2=2En

I

see [6]. To see that (7) holds, recall that the braiding cS1;S1
is defined by v˝w 7!

�.R.v˝w//, where R is the R–matrix and � is the permutation x˝ y 7! y ˝ x .
Since E2 and F2 act by zero on S1 , we have that cS1;S1

and c�1
S1;S1

are determined by

� ı
�
qH˝H=2.IdC.q� q�1/E˝F /

�
and .Id�.q� q�1/E˝F /q�H˝H=2

ı �;

respectively. Thus, (7) follows from the direct computations

.q1=2� ıR� q�1=2R�1
ı �/.s0˝ s0/D .q� q�1/s0˝ s0;

.q1=2� ıR� q�1=2R�1
ı �/.s0˝ s1/D .q� q�1/s0˝ s1;

.q1=2� ıR� q�1=2R�1
ı �/.s1˝ s1/D .q� q�1/s1˝ s1;

.q1=2� ıR� q�1=2R�1
ı �/.s1˝ s0/D .q� q�1/s1˝ s0:

Finally, to prove the statement in general, it is sufficient to note that the standard tensor
decomposition of S˝n

1
as a sum of copies of Si with i � n is still valid for n< r in C .

To prove this it is sufficient to note that if 2 � n < r then Sn�1˝S1 ' Sn˚Sn�2

and argue by induction. Hence the formula (9) expressing Tn.L/ translates this
decomposition algebraically expressing F.L/ (with L colored by n) as a linear
combination of invariants of cables of L whose components are all colored by S1 .
Thus, the theorem follows.

1.5 The 3–manifold invariants N0
r and WRT

The Witten–Reshetikhin–Turaev invariant uses certain weighted sums of colored Jones
polynomials of framed oriented links in S3 to define invariants of framed oriented
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links in 3–manifolds. Such a weighted sum can be described using Kirby colors. In [6]
an analogous procedure uses F 0 to define an invariant of colored framed oriented links
in arbitrary manifolds. In this section we recall some of the results of [6] and discuss a
refined WRT invariant.

In this section, we fix an integer r � 2 with r 62 4Z. Let M be a compact connected ori-
ented 3–manifold, T be a C –colored ribbon graph in M and ! 2H 1.M nT;C=2Z/.
For any embedding of T in S3 , a surgery presentation for .M;T / is an oriented
framed link L in S3 n T such that .M;T / is diffeomorphic to .S3.L/;T /, where
S3.L/ is the closed 3–manifold obtained by performing surgery on L. If L is a
surgery presentation of .M;T /, the map g! on the set of edges of L[T with values
in C=2Z defined by g!.ei/D!.mi/, where mi is a meridian of the edge ei , is called
the C=2Z–coloring of L[T induced by ! .

Definition 6 Let M , T and ! be as above.

(1) We say that .M;T; !/ is a compatible triple if for each edge e of T its coloring
is in Cg!.me/ , where me is a meridian of e .

(2) A framed oriented link L� S3 which is a surgery presentation for .M;T / is a
computable presentation of the compatible triple .M;T; !/ if one of the two following
conditions holds:

(a) L¤∅ and g!.Li/ 2 .C=2Z/ n .Z=2Z/ for all components Li of L.

(b) LD∅ and there exists an edge of T colored by V˛ 2 A.

Next we explain when a given compatible triple .M;T; !/ has a computable surgery
presentation. The inclusion Z=2Z�C=2Z induces an injective map

H 1.M nT;Z=2Z/ŠHom
�
H1.M nT;Z/;Z=2Z

�
,!Hom

�
H1.M nT;Z/;C=2Z

�
ŠH 1.M nT;C=2Z/:

We say that a cohomology class ! 2H 1.M nT;C=2Z/ is integral if it is in the image
of this map.

Proposition 7 Let M be a 3–manifold which is not diffeomorphic to the sphere S3 .
A compatible triple .M;T; !/ has computable surgery presentation if and only if the
cohomology class ! is not integral.

Proof If ! is not integral then from [6, Proposition 1.5] there exists a computable
surgery presentation of .M;T; !/. On the other hand, assume that .M;T; !/ has a
computable surgery presentation. Since M is not S3 , L¤ ∅, so from part (2a) of
Definition 6 we have that ! is not integral.
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Recall the set Hr D f1� r; 3� r; : : : ; r � 1g defined in (4). For ˛ 2C nZ we define
the Kirby color �˛ as the formal linear combination

(10) �˛ D
X

k2Hr

d.˛C k/V˛Ck :

If ˛ is the image of ˛ in C=2Z, we say that �˛ has degree ˛ . We can “color”
a knot K with a Kirby color �˛ : let K.�˛/ be the formal linear combination of
knots

P
k2Hr

d.˛ C k/K˛Ck , where K˛Ck is the knot K colored with V˛Ck . If
˛ 2 C=2Z nZ=2Z, by �˛ we mean any Kirby color of degree ˛ . Let �� and �C
be the scalars given by

�� D�C D

8̂<̂
:

i.rq/3=2 if r � 1 mod 4;

.i � 1/.rq/3=2 if r � 2 mod 4;

�.rq/3=2 if r � 3 mod 4:

Next we recall the main theorems of [6].

Theorem 8 [6] If L is a framed oriented link which gives rise to a computable
surgery presentation of a compatible triple .M;T; !/, then

Nr .M;T; !/D
F 0.L[T /

�
p
C �

s
�

is a well-defined topological invariant (ie depends only on the homeomorphism class of
the triple .M;T; !/), where .p; s/ is the signature of the linking matrix of the surgery
link L and for each i the component Li is colored by a Kirby color of degree g!.Li/.

The notion of connected sum is easily extended to compatible triples. In particular,
given two compatible triples .M1;T1; !1/ and .M2;T2; !2/, let

.M1;T1; !1/ # .M2;T2; !2/D .M1 # M2;T1 tT2; !/;

where M1 # M2 is the usual connected sum and ! is the unique cohomology class
which restricts to both !1 and !2 via an isomorphism coming from the Mayer–Vietoris
sequence and excision; see [6] for details.

For ˛ 2C nXr , let u˛ be the unknot in S3 colored by V˛ . Let !˛ be the unique ele-
ment of H 1.S3nu˛IC=2Z/ such that .S3;u˛; !˛/ is a compatible triple. If .M;T; !/

is any compatible triple, then Proposition 7 implies that .M;T; !/ # .S3;u˛; !˛/ has
a computable surgery presentation.
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Theorem 9 [6] Let .M;T; !/ be a compatible triple. Define

N0
r .M;T; !/D

Nr

�
.M;T; !/ # .S3;u˛; !˛/

�
d.˛/

:

Then N0
r .M;T; !/ is a well-defined topological invariant (ie depends only on the

homeomorphism class of the compatible triple .M;T; !/). Moreover, if .M;T; !/

has a computable surgery presentation then N0
r .M;T; !/D 0.

Let us also give a definition of the refined Witten–Reshetikhin–Turaev invariants
WRTr .M;T; !/. The definition is based on the fact that the Kauffman bracket version
of the colored Jones polynomial can be computed through F ; see Proposition 5.

We define the Kirby colors of degree 0 and 1 respectively by

�RT
0 WD

r�2X
jD0; j even

fj C 1g

f1g
Sj and �RT

1 WD

r�2X
jD0; j odd

�
fj C 1g

f1g
Sj :

Lemma 10 Let �SO.3/
˙

DF.u˙1/ where u˙1 is the unknot with framing ˙1 colored
by �RT

0
. Then

�
SO.3/
C D

�C

f1gr
and �

SO.3/
� D�

SO.3/
C D�

��

f1gr
:

In particular, in both cases, �SO.3/
˙

¤ 0.

Proof The proof is a direct computation using the values of the quantum dimension
and of the twist for the simple modules Sn . In particular, qdim.Si/D .�1/ifi C 1g=f1g

and the twist on Si acts by the scalar .�1/iq.i
2C2i/=2 . Thus

�
SO.3/
C D f1g�2

r�2X
jD0; j even

fj C 1g2q.j
2C2j/=2

D f1g�2.q2†3C q�2†�1� 2†1/;

where

†a D

b.r�2/=2cX
nD0

q2.n2Can/

is part of a quadratic Gauss sum. These terms can be computed using standard results
on quadratic Gauss sum.

Kirby and Melvin [13] and Blanchet [2] consider invariants of .M;∅; !/ where
! 2H 1.M;Z=2Z/. The following theorem is a slight generalization of these invariants.
(Here we use the conventions of this paper and not those of [2; 13].)
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Theorem 11 (Refined Witten–Reshetikhin–Turaev invariants) Let .M;T; !/ be a
compatible triple with T a C0[C1 –colored ribbon graph and ! 2H 1.M nT;Z=2Z/.
If L is a framed oriented link which gives rise to a surgery presentation of the pair
.M;T /, then

WRTr .M;T; !/D
F.L[T /

.�
SO.3/
C /

p
.�

SO.3/
� /

s

is a well-defined topological invariant (ie depends only on the homeomorphism class of
the triple .M;T; !/), where .p; s/ is the signature of the linking matrix of the surgery
link L and for each i the component Li is colored by a Kirby color of degree g!.Li/.

Proof In [13], for T D∅ and r even, this invariant is considered in a slightly different
form. Also, in [2, Remark II.4.3], for T D∅, the existence of this invariant is discussed.
Indeed, the Reshetikhin–Turaev functor applied to graphs colored by the module
S1 2 C1 satisfies the Kauffman skein relation for A D q1=2 D ei�=2r . It follows
that if L� S3 is a framed oriented link whose components are colored by elements
of fS0; : : : ;Sr�2g, then F.L/ is the metabracket [2; 4] evaluated at the element
corresponding to the coloring of L at AD q1=2 . It follows that WRTr .M;∅; !/ is
the invariant denoted �q1=2.ML;g! / in [2, Remark II.4.3].

For a complete proof of the theorem, one can also apply [6, Theorem 3.7] to the modular
category obtained as the quotient of the subcategory of C generated by S1 by its ideal
of projective modules. Indeed, this category is obviously a Z=2Z–modular category
relative to ∅ with modified dimension qdim and trivial periodicity group.

In particular, when ! D 0 one gets an invariant of manifolds also known as the SO.3/
version of the Reshetikhin–Turaev invariants:

Definition 12 Let T be a C0 –colored ribbon graph in a closed 3–manifold M . Then

WRTSO.3/
r .M;T /DWRTr .M;T; 0/:

Remark 13 Let us denote by WRTSU.2/
r .M;T / the original WRT-invariant which is

obtained as in Theorem 11 except that all components of L are colored by

�RT
D�RT

0 C�
RT
1

(and the elements �SU.2/
˙

are also defined with �RT ). For odd r , it can be shown that if
.M;T; !/ is a compatible triple and ' 2H 1.M;Z=2Z/, then .M;T; !C'/ is also a
compatible triple. Then WRTr .M;T; !C'/D ei��=2 WRTr .M;T; !/, where � 2Z
only depends on ! , ' and on the linking matrix of a link presentation L of M .
Loosely speaking, WRTr does not have a strong dependance on the cohomology class.
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Similarly, WRTSU.2/
r .M;T / is proportional to WRTSO.3/

r .M;T /; see [2, Section III].
A similar property holds for N0

r and, more generally, for admissible triples: if ' 2
H 1.M;Z=2Z/ then Nr .M;T; ! C '/ D ei��=2Nr .M;T; !/, where � 2 C only
depends on ! , ' and on the linking matrix of a link presentation L of M . Thus up to
this combinatorial invariant �, Nr .M;T; !/ only depends on the reduction modulo Z
of the compatible cohomology class ! 2H 1.M nT;C=2Z/.

The behavior for r even is different; in this case results of [13; 2] suggest the following
conjecture:

WRTSU.2/
r .M;T /D

X
compatible

!2H 1.MnT;Z=2Z/

WRTr .M;T; !/:

2 Relations between F 0 and the colored Jones polynomial

Recall the r –dimensional modules V˛ , ˛ 2 C , given in Section 1.2. Using the
basis given in (6) and its dual basis, we identify V˛ and V �˛ with Cr . With these
identifications we can identify certain Hom-spaces with spaces of matrices. For
example, we can make the following identifications: EndC .V˛/ D Matr�r .C/ and
Hom.C;V˛˝V �˛ /DMat1�r2.C/.

We say a function gW C!C is a Laurent polynomial in q˛ if there exists a Laurent
polynomial f 2CŒx;x�1� such that g.˛/Df .q˛/. The action of the basis given in (6)
implies that all the entries in the matrices �V˛ .E/, �V˛ .F /, �V˛ .H / and �V˛ .K/ are
Laurent polynomials in q˛ .

Lemma 14 All the entries in the images of the maps

gbW C!Mat1�r2.C/ given by ˛ 7! bV˛ ;

gd W C!Matr2�1.C/ given by ˛ 7! dV˛ ;

gb0 W C!Mat1�r2.C/ given by ˛ 7! b0V˛ ;

gd 0 W C!Matr2�1.C/ given by ˛ 7! d 0V˛

are Laurent polynomials in q˛ . Also, for each entry fij in the image of the map

f W C �C!Matr2�r2.C/; .˛; ˇ/ 7! q�˛ˇ=2q�.r�1/.˛Cˇ/=2cV˛;Vˇ

there is a two-variable Laurent polynomial gij .x;y/ such that fij .˛; ˇ/Dgij .q
˛; qˇ/.

Proof The first statement follows from the formulas for b , d , b0 and d 0 given in
Section 1.2. For example, the entry in the image of gd 0 corresponding to vi ˝ v

�
j
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is v�j .K
1�rvi/D ıij q.1�r/.˛Cr�1�2i/ . The second statement follows from the form

of the R–matrix given in (5). In particular, if vi and vj are any basis vectors of V˛
and Vˇ , respectively, then

q�˛ˇ=2q�.r�1/.˛Cˇ/=2qH˝H=2En
˝Fn:vi ˝ vj

D q�˛.jCn/�ˇ.i�n/qc=2En
˝Fn:vi ˝ vj ;

where c is an integer which does not depend on ˛ or ˇ . Also,

En
˝Fn.vi˝vj /D

fig!

fi � ng!f1g2n
fi �˛gfi � 1�˛g � � � fi � .n� 1/�˛gvi�n˝vjCn:

Since the coefficients in the last two equalities are Laurent polynomials in q˛ and qˇ ,
the desired result about the function f follows.

The above lemma has the following corollaries.

Corollary 15 Let T.V˛1
;:::;V˛n /

be a .1; 1/–tangle with n components whose i th

component is colored by V˛i
, ˛i 2 C . Then the function gT W C

n ! C given by
.˛1; : : : ; ˛n/ 7! hT.V˛1

;:::;V˛n /
i is a holomorphic function in Cn . In particular gT is

continuous.

Proof Assume the first component is the open component. By definition we have

F.T.V˛1
;:::;V˛n /

/D hT.V˛1
;:::;V˛n /

i IdV˛1
;

so it is enough to consider F.T.V˛1
;:::;V˛n /

/. The value of F.T.V˛1
;:::;V˛n /

/ is computed
by decomposing a projection of T.V˛1

;:::;V˛n /
into building blocks made of cups, caps,

vertical edges and crossings. Then the building blocks are associated with the duality
morphisms, the identity and the positive and negative braidings, respectively. These
morphisms are tensored and composed according to the projection of T.V˛1

;:::;V˛n /
.

Lemma 14 implies that the contribution from a duality morphism corresponding to a cup
or cap on the i th component is a Laurent polynomial in q˛i . Lemma 14 also implies
that all contributions of a crossing between the i th and j th components are Laurent
polynomials in q˛i and q j̨ times a factor of q�˛i j̨ =2q�.r�1/.˛iC j̨ /=2 . Thus, the map
gT .˛1; : : : ; ˛n/DhT.V˛1

;:::;V˛n /
i is a Laurent polynomial in the variables q˛1 ; : : : ; q˛n

times an integral power of q�˛i j̨ =2q�.r�1/.˛iC j̨ /=2 and so gT is holomorphic.

Corollary 16 Let K be a knot. Let K
f
V˛

be K colored by V˛ with framing f 2 Z.
Let T 0

V˛
be a .1; 1/–tangle with zero framing whose closure is K0

V˛
. Then there is a

Laurent polynomial eK .X / 2CŒX;X�1� such that hT 0
V˛
i D eK .q˛/ and

(11) F 0.K
f
V˛
/D �f˛ d.˛/ eK .q˛/;
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where �˛ D q.˛
2�.r�1/2/=2 is the twist on V˛ . Moreover, we have

eK.q˛Cr /D eK.q˛/; F 0.K
f
V˛C2r

/D q2r f̨F 0.K
f
V˛
/;

F 0.K
f
V˛Cr

/D .�1/rC1.iq˛/rfF 0.K
f
V˛
/:

Proof As in the proof of Corollary 15, the function gT .˛/D hT
0
V˛
i is a Laurent

polynomial in q˛ times an integral power of q˛
2=2 . From the form of the map cV˛;V˛

in Lemma 14, the integral power of q˛
2=2 is equal to the number of positive crossings

minus the number of negative crossings in the projection of T 0
V˛

. Since the framing
of K˛ is zero, this power is zero. Thus, gT .˛/ is a Laurent polynomial in q˛ and
so there exists a eK .X / 2CŒX;X�1� such that hT 0

˛ i D
eK .q˛/. Now we can use the

duality and the braiding to compute the value of the twist:

�˛ D

�
˛

�
D q.˛

2�.r�1/2/=2:

Then (11) follows from the above discussion and the definition of F 0 ,

F 0.K
f
V˛
/D �f˛ F 0.K0

V˛
/D �f˛ d.˛/hT 0

V˛
i D �f˛ d.˛/ eK .q˛/:

Next we show that eK .q˛Cr /D eK .q˛/. Consider the one-dimensional space � DC
with the SU H

q sl.2/–module structure given by

Ev D Fv D 0; Hv D rv

for any v 2 � . The quantum dimension of � is .�1/rC1 . From the form of the
R–matrix we have

(12)

�
�

�
D�i�r ; F

�
� �

�
D ir F

�
� �

�
;

F

�
� V

�̨
D q.˛Cr�1/r F

�
� V

�̨
:

Hence for a 0–framed knot K colored with � , one has F.K/DF.unknot/D .�1/rC1 .
Let T 0 be the 0–framed tangle underlying T 0

V˛
. Let T 0

� be T 0 colored with � . Since
T 0
� has zero framing then hT 0

� i D 1. Now F.T 0
V˛Cr

/ is equal to the endomorphism
associated to T 0 labeled with V˛ ˝ � or equivalently the 2–cabling of T 0 where
the two components are labeled by V˛ and � , respectively. We can use the third
equality in (12) to unlink the component labeled with � from the component labeled
with V˛ . Therefore, since T 0

V˛Cr
has zero framing we have

hT 0
V˛Cr
i D hT 0

V˛
ihT 0

� i D hT
0
V˛
i:
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Finally, (11) and the above formulas for �˛ and d.˛/ imply

F 0.K
f
V˛C2r

/D �
f
˛C2r

d.˛C 2r/eK.q˛C2r /

D .q.2r˛C2r2/�˛/
f d.˛/eK.q˛/D q2r f̨ F 0.K

f
V˛
/;

F 0.K
f
V˛Cr

/D �
f
˛Crd.˛C r/eK.q˛Cr /D .�1/rC1.iq˛/rf F 0.K

f
V˛
/;

which concludes the proof.

Remark 17 Corollary 16 with Proposition 4 implies the well-known symmetry prin-
ciple relating the colored Jones polynomial associated to Sk�1 with the one associated
to Sr�1�k for k 2 f1; : : : ; r � 2g.

Corollary 18 Let K be a knot and let KV˛ be K colored by V˛ . The function
gK W C nXr !C defined by ˛ 7! F 0.KV˛ / is a meromorphic function on the whole
plane C . Moreover, the residue at each pole is determined by the colored Jones
polynomial.

Proof Recall that

F 0.KV˛ /D d.˛/hTV˛i D .�1/r�1
r�1Y
jD1

fj g

f˛C r � j g
hTV˛i;

where V˛ is the .1; 1/–tangle obtained from cutting KV˛ . From Corollary 15 it follows
that ˛ 7! .�1/r�1

Qr�1
jD1fj ghTV˛i is a holomorphic function in the entire plane C .

And it is clear as well that ˛ 7!
Qr�1

jD1f˛C r � j g is a holomorphic function in the
entire plane C which is zero when ˛ 2 Z n rZ. Therefore, the quotient of these two
functions is a meromorphic function whose set of poles is Z n rZ.

All of these poles are simple and so the residue can be computed as follows. Let
n 2 Z n rZ. The residue at n of the 2r –periodic meromorphic function d is given by

Res.d; n/D lim
˛!n

.˛� n/.�1/r�1 rf˛g

fr˛g

D lim
x!0

.�1/r�1
xr sin.�.nCx/

r
/

sin.�.nCx//
D .�1/r�1Cn r

�
sin
�

n�

r

�
:

So the residue of gK at n is equal to

Res.gK ; n/D Res.d; n/hTVn
i D .�1/r�1Cn r

�
sin
�

n�

r

�
hTVn
i:

To finish the proof we show that the above formula for Res.gK ; n/ can be rewritten in
terms of the colored Jones polynomial. To do this we have two cases. First, suppose
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nD kC 2mr with k 2 f1; : : : ; r � 1g and m 2 Z. By Corollary 16 and Proposition 4
we have

hTVn
i D hTVk

i D hTSr�1�k
i:

Combining the fact that

qdim.Sr�1�k/D .�1/r�1�k fr � kg

f1g
D .�1/r�1�k

sin
�

k�
r

�
sin
�
�
r

�
and Proposition 5 we have

Jr�1�k.K/jqDei�=r D .�1/r�1�k
sin
�

k�
r

�
sin
�
�
r

� hTSr�1�k
i:

Thus,
Res.gK ; n/D

r

�
sin
�
�

r

�
Jr�1�k.K/

ˇ̌
qDei�=r :

Similarly, if nD kC2mr with k 2 f1� r; : : : ;�1g and m2Z then one can show that

Res.gK ; n/D�
r

�
sin
�
�

r

�
Jr�1Ck.K/

ˇ̌
qDei�=r :

3 Surgery on a knot in the 3–sphere S 3

In this section we prove Conjecture 1 when M is an empty closed manifold obtained
by surgery on a nonzero framed knot in S3 .

Theorem 19 Suppose that K is a knot in S3 with nonzero framing f . Let M be the
manifold obtained by surgery on the knot K and ! 2H 1.M;Z=2Z/. Then

N0
r .M;∅; !/D jf jWRTr .M;∅; !/D ord.H1.M IZ//WRTr .M;∅; !/:

Corollary 20 Let M be a rational homology sphere obtained by surgery on a knot
in S3 . Then

WRTSO.3/
r .M;∅/D

1

ord.H1.M IZ//
N0

r .M;∅; 0/:

Remark 21 The three invariants WRTSO.3/
r , N0

r and M 7! ord.H1.M;Z// are mul-
tiplicative with respect to the connected sum of 3–manifolds. Hence Theorem 19
implies that Conjecture 1 is also true for a connected sum of manifolds each obtained
by surgery on a knot in S3 .

The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 19.
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Proof of Theorem 19. First we improve the results of [6, Section 2.4] and derive
a formula for N0

r .M;∅; !/. We still denote by ! the integer in f0; 1g whose class
modulo 2 is the value g!.K/ of the cohomology class on the meridian of K and let
e 2 f0; 1g be such that e D r � 1C! 2 Z=2Z.

For ˛ 2 C nXr , recall the function P.˛/ D
P

k2Hr
F 0.KV˛Ck

/ of [6, Section 2.4].
(As above, KV means K colored by V .) The function P is continuous and so can
be naturally extended to all of C . Indeed, let DK.V˛;Vˇ/ be the 2–cable of K whose
components are colored with V˛ and Vˇ such that ˛ or ˇ is in C nXr . From Lemma 14
we have that the map .˛; ˇ/ 7!q�f .˛

2Cˇ2C2˛ˇ/=2F 0.DK.V˛;Vˇ// is a rational function
in

1

qr˛ � q�r˛
CŒq˙˛; q˙ˇ � \

1

qrˇ � q�rˇ
CŒq˙˛; q˙ˇ �:

(Also see the proof of Corollary 15.) Thus, this function is a Laurent polynomial in
CŒq˙˛; q˙ˇ �. In addition, if ˛Cˇ 2 C nXr then F 0.DK.V˛;Vˇ// can be computed
by coloring K with V˛˝Vˇ '

L
k2Hr

V˛CˇCk . Combining the statements of this
paragraph we have that

P.˛Cˇ/D
X

k2Hr

F 0.KV˛CˇCk
/D F 0.DK.V˛;Vˇ//

is a continuous function of .˛; ˇ/, which we extend to all of C �C .

Next we give a formula for N0
r in terms of P. By sliding the unknot o˛ over K

we obtain a computable presentation of .M;∅; !/ # .S3; o˛; !˛/ as in Theorem 9.
This produces the C –colored framed oriented link DK.�e�˛;V˛/ , where �e�˛ DP

h2Hr
d.e�˛C h/Ve�˛Ch is a Kirby color of degree ! �˛ . By definition of N0

r ,

N0
r .M;∅; !/D

1

�sign.f /d.˛/

X
h2Hr

d.e�˛C h/F 0.DK.V˛;Ve�˛Ch//:

Since fr.e�˛C h/g D f�r.e�˛C h/g D .�1/!fr˛g we have

�sign.f /N
0
r .M;∅; !/D

.�1/!

f˛g

X
h2Hr

f˛� h� egP.hCe/

D
.�1/!q˛

q˛ � q�˛

X
h2Hr

q�h�eP.hCe/�
.�1/!q�˛

q˛�q�˛

X
h2Hr

qhCeP.hCe/:

Finally, as N0
r .M;∅; !/ does not depend on ˛ we have

N0
r .M;∅; !/D

.�1/!

�sign.f /

X
k2Hr

qkCeP.kC e/D
.�1/!

�sign.f /

X
k2Hr

q�k�eP.kC e/:
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Next we use the last formula and the continuity of P to write a multiple of N0
r . In

particular, let S be the limit

S D .�1/!�sign.f /N
0
r .M;∅; !/D lim

"!0

X
`2Hr

q`CeP."C `C e/

D lim
"!0

X
k;`2Hr

q`CeF 0.K."CkC`Ce//

D lim
"!0

r�1X
nD1�r

X
k;`2Hr

kC`D2n

q`CeF 0.K."C2nCe//:

In this sum, for fixed n the only part of the interior sum which varies is q` for k; `2Hr

with kC`D2n. Here the possible values of ` are integers from max.1� r; 1� r C 2n/

to min.r � 1; r � 1C 2n/, so the sum of q` over these values is equal to

qn fr � jnjg

f1g
D qn fjnjg

f1g
:

Therefore, we have the following expression for S :

S D lim
"!0

1

f1g

r�1X
nD1�r

qnCe
fjnjgF 0.KV"C2nCe

/

D lim
"!0

1

f1g

r�1X
nD1

�
fjnjgqnCeF 0.KV"C2nCe

/Cfjn� r jgqnCe�r F 0.KV"C2nCe�2r
/
�

Now Corollary 16 and a direct computation show that

S D lim
"!0

1

f1g

r�1X
nD1

F 0.KV"C2nCe
/fngqnCe.1� q�2rf ."C2nCe//

D
1

f1g

r�1X
nD1

hTV2nCe
ifngqnCe lim

"!0
d."C 2nC e/.1� q�2rf "/

D
.�1/r�1r

f1g

r�1X
nD1

hTV2nCe
ifngqnCe

f2nC eg lim
"!0

frf "g

fr"C reg

D
.�1/!rf

f1g

r�1X
nD1

qnCe
fngf2nC eghTV2nCe

i:
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Coming back to N0
r , we have

N0
r .M;∅; !/D

rf

f1g�sign.f /

r�1X
nD1

qnCe
fngf2nC eghTV2nCe

i D c

r�1X
nD0

'e.2nC e/;

where c D rf=.f1g�sign.f // and 'e.k/D .q
k � qe/fkghTVk

i. From Corollary 16, 'e

is 2r –periodic. Furthermore, Proposition 4 implies that for k 2 f1; : : : ; r �1g, one has

'e.k/C'e.�k/D .qk
� qe
� q�k

C qe/fkghTSr�1�k
i D fkg2hTSr�1�k

i:

So, using that '0.0/D 'e.r/D 0, we can write

N0
r .M;∅; !/D c

X
k2eC2Z
0<k<2r

'e.k/D c

� X
k2eC2Z
0<k<r

'e.k/C
X

k2eC2Z
�r<k<0

'e.k/

�

D c
X

k2eC2Z
0<k<r

fkg2hTSr�1�k
i D

rf

f1g�sign.f /

X
k2eC2Z
0<k<r

fr � kg2hTSr�1�k
i

D
rf

f1g�sign.f /

X
n2!C2Z
0�n�r�2

fnC 1g2hTSn
i:

Finally, qdim.Sn/D .�1/nfnC 1g=f1g implies

N0
r .M;∅; !/D

jf j

�
SO.3/

sign.f /

X
n2!C2Z
0�n�r�2

qdim.Sn/Jn.K/D jf jWRTr .M;∅; !/:

4 Vanishing of N0
r for nonhomology spheres

Theorem 22 Let .M;T; !/ be any compatible triple. If b1.M />0, N0
r .M;T; !/D0.

Proof Since b1.M / > 0 there exists a nontrivial ı 2H 1.M IZ/�H 1.M IC/. For
˛ 2C , let x̨ı 2H 1.M nT IC=2Z/ be the trivial extension of x̨ı 2H 1.M IC=2Z/,
where x̨ is the image of ˛ in C=2Z. Then .M;T; ! C x̨ı/ is a compatible triple
for all ˛ 2C . Moreover, there exists a neighborhood N of 0 2C such that !C x̨ı
is nonintegral for all ˛ 2 N n f0g. Then for a complex number ˛ 2 N n f0g, [6,
Propositions 1.5 and 3.14] implies that N0

r .M;T; !C x̨ı/D 0.

Now, for all ˛ 2C , by definition of N0
r we have

N0
r .M;T; !C x̨ı/D

Nr

�
.M;T; !C x̨ı/ # .S3; oˇ; !ˇ/

�
d.ˇ/

;
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where oˇ is the unknot in S3 colored by Vˇ , ˇ 2C nXr , and !ˇ is the unique element
of H 1.S3 n oˇ;C=2Z/ such that .S3; oˇ; !ˇ/ is a compatible triple. To compute the
right side of this equation, we choose a colored framed oriented link L!#!ˇ [T [ oˇ
which is a computable presentation of .M;T; !/ # .S3; oˇ; !ˇ/. Then the same link
colored by !0˛ D .!C x̨ı/#!ˇ gives a presentation of .M;T; !C x̨ı/# .S3; oˇ; !ˇ/.
For each component Li of L!

0
˛ the color g!0˛ .Li/ is an affine function of ˛ . The

framed oriented link L!
0
˛ is computable if and only if all the colors g!0˛ .Li/ are

in C=2Z nZ=2Z. Let N 0 be the open set of C consisting of ˛ such that L!
0
˛ is

computable. Then N 0 contains 0 since L!
0
0 is computable.

Now we have

N0
r .M;T; !C x̨ı/D

F 0.L!
0
˛ [T [ oˇ/

d.ˇ/�
p
C �

s
�

D
hL!

0
˛ [T [ jVˇi

�
p
C �

s
�

;

where jVˇ is the trivial one-component .1; 1/–tangle colored with Vˇ . The function

˛ 7! hL!
0
˛ [T [ jVˇi

is continuous on N 0 since it is a weighted sum of continuous functions (by Corollary 15),
where the weights are products of functions d evaluated away from their poles. Thus,
N0

r .M;T; !C x̨ı/ is continuous at ˛ D 0. Finally, since N0
r .M;T; !C x̨ı/ vanishes

on N , we have N0
r .M;T; !/D 0.
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